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DEAR
PURE,

I

WINNING LETTER >> This
letter wins CapitaVouchers
worth $20. Write to us to win!

really enjoyed
reading the
April-June
2018 issue,
which featured
our local
talent Tabitha Nauser on
the cover. I also appreciated
the extensive write-up on
one of our most well-known
landmarks, the Marina
Barrage. It was interesting
to get a peek into the pump
house, and learn the story
behind how the Barrage
came to be, as well as be
made aware of the numerous
awards that it has won over
the years. Kudos to the team
for painstakingly curating
interesting facts about the

dam in celebration of
its 10th anniversary!
The Globetrotting
feature ‘Chasing Cyclones’
managed to fuel my
wanderlust. Who knew
storm-watching could make
such a memorable and
picture-perfect holiday?
And as water is a scarce
resource, may I suggest
inviting readers to share
their personal water-saving
tips and tricks? This,
I believe, can encourage
more individuals to adopt
water conservation habits
and, ultimately, reduce their
overall household water
consumption levels.
Pei Xian

SWAVATEER
KEEP
THEM
COMING!
>>
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S P O T L I G H T // N E W S

SUPPLY
MEE TS
D E MAND

Desalination is set to
meet up to 30 per cent
of Singapore's future
water needs by 2060.
TEXT BY I ELISABETH LEE

SINGAPORE'S FOURTH
national tap received a boost in
June with the opening of the Tuas
Desalination Plant (TDP), the third
in the country and the first to be
owned and operated by PUB. The
TDP adds up to 30 million gallons
a day (mgd) of drinking water to
the existing desalination capacity,
which means desalination can
now meet up to 30 per cent of
Singapore's current water demand.
Occupying a compact footprint
of 3.5 hectares, the TDP can supply
enough water to meet the needs
of up to 200,000 households. It has
adopted a robust pre-treatment

process that combines dissolved
air floatation and ultrafiltration,
allowing seawater of varying
quality to be treated, boosting
operational efficiency.
The Green Mark Award
(Gold)-certified plant is also
notable for its use of clean
energy, thanks to a 1.2 MWp
solar photovoltaic (PV) system
that will be installed later
this year. The solar PV
system will generate some
1.4 million kWh of clean energy
a year — equivalent to powering
more than 300 four-room flats
annually. Desalination is an

“especially energy-intensive water
source” said Mr Masagos Zulkifli,
Minister for the Environment
and Water Resources. "We are
exploring new technologies and
the use of cleaner energy to make
the desalination process more
energy-efficient."
The new Tuas plant will serve
as a real-world testbed for new
technologies that PUB has been
exploring, said PUB Chief Executive
Ng Joo Hee. In the pipeline are
two more desalination plants —
at Marina East (30 mgd) and on
Jurong Island (30 mgd), which are
expected to be completed
by 2020. ●

“WE ARE EXPLORING
NEW TECHNOLOGIES AND
THE USE OF CLEANER
ENERGY TO MAKE THE
DESALINATION PROCESS
MORE ENERGY-EFFICIENT."

TELL US WHAT YOU LIKE, WHAT YOU DON’T, AND WHAT
YOU’D LIKE TO SEE FEATURED. THE BEST LETTER PUBLISHED
IN THE NEXT ISSUE WILL WIN CAPITAVOUCHERS WORTH $20.
Post your thoughts on PUB's Facebook page at www.facebook.com/
PUBsg (start your post with “PURE Mail”); email us at PUREmail@
mediacorp.com.sg; or snail mail your letter to PURE Mail, Mediacorp
Pte Ltd, 1 Stars Avenue, Singapore 138507.
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TOUR OF TUAS DESALINATION PL ANT

Masagos Zulkifli.
Minister for the Environment and
Water Resources
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The
features
[in this
Gallery]
are pretty
inviting."
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S I N G E R-S O N G W R I T E R N AT H A N H A R T O N O G E T S A P E E K
O F T H E R E C E N T LY- R E VA M P E D S U S TA I N A B L E S I N G A P O R E
G A L L E R Y, W H I C H H A S O N D I S P L AY T H E C O U N T R Y ’ S
E N D E AVO U RS A N D PL A NS TOWA R D S BEC O M I N G
A G R E E N , B L U E A N D L I V E A B L E C I T Y.
HAIR & MAKEUP BY
SHA SHAMSI
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Hig h l ig h ts
Here are some cool things
you can see and do at the
Sustainable Singapore
Gallery:

THE
GALLERY
COVERS
A FLOOR
SPACE OF

PUR E

AN AUGMENTED
REALITY exhibit showcases
some of the green and
sustainable buildings in
Singapore. Visitors can
also pedal at an interactive
cycling station to experience
a car-lite future.

➜ VISIT
AND LEARN
Admission to the
Gallery is free. It
is open daily from
9am to 6pm, except
on Tuesdays.

bucket has been placed next to
a life-size replica of the crosssection of the tunnel of the Deep
Tunnel Sewerage System, plainly
illustrating the drastic evolution of
our used water management over
the years. There are also intriguing
artefacts such as a porcelain
figurine presented to Dutch
economist Dr Albert Winsemius
in 1993 after he famously lost a
wager with then-Prime Minister
Lee Kuan Yew and his team — that
the Singapore River could not
sustain life. Also interesting to look
out for is an imposing sculpture,
called The Recycling Twist, that is
made entirely from waste materials
contributed by pupils of River
Valley Primary School.
Speaking at the official opening
of the Gallery, Minister for the
Environment and Water Resources
Masagos Zulkifli, said: "I hope that
the Sustainable Singapore Gallery
will generate conversations and
ideas on sustainability, and inspire
visitors to make sustainable choices
in their lifestyles." ●

I HOPE THAT THE SUSTAINABLE SINGAPORE GALLERY WILL GENERATE
CONVERSATIONS AND IDEAS ON SUSTAINABILITY, AND INSPIRE VISITORS
TO MAKE SUSTAINABLE CHOICES IN THEIR LIFESTYLES.”
IN THE ZONES

▲
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▲

spanking new features of the
Sustainable Singapore Gallery are
pretty inviting, noted singer and
now-actor Nathan Hartono as he
previewed the Gallery before its
official opening on 2 June. PURE’s
cover personality is spot-on. Located
on the second floor of the Marina
Barrage — replacing what was
previously a gallery that focused
more on the general water story
— the Gallery has indeed been
metamorphosed into a multisensory showcase of Singapore’s
environmental transformation, and
our sustainability story.
On display are exhibits that chart
the milestones that brought about
the high-quality living environment
Singaporeans enjoy today. Interactive
educational boards and digital
screens highlight Singapore's green
and blue initiatives, from its climate
targets under the Paris Agreement,
to its greening efforts and car-lite
vision. The focus in many parts of the
Gallery is on the challenges ahead,
and the steps that are needed to be
taken together to keep Singapore
smart and green. Ultimately, the
revamped Gallery aims to encourage
all Singaporeans and visitors to adopt
sustainable habits and lifestyles.
The Gallery is organised into
six zones. They cover Singapore’s
response to climate change, our
water management strategies,
zero waste initiatives, and efforts to
keep Singapore clean, green and
sustainable, including investments
in renewable energy. Interestingly
in Zone B, named From The First
Drop, a replica of a night soil

▲

?

➜ IN NUMBERS

A ‘CLIMATE CHAMBER’

poses a central question to
visitors: will you take action
for the climate? Through an
interactive game, visitors find
out how they can reduce their
carbon footprint.

A TRICK-EYE MURAL

provides visitors an
opportunity to snap an
Instagram-worthy photo.
They are also invited to
type their pledge for a
sustainable Singapore and
project it on a wall.

Masagos Zulkifli, Minister for the Environment and Water Resources

The Sustainable Singapore
Gallery features six zones:
A

The Red Dot >
Singapore’s efforts in tackling
climate change

F R O M

T H E

1 S T

D R O P

B

From the First Drop >
Singapore's water story and how
we made our water supply diverse
and resilient
C

A First World Oasis >
The various green and blue
spaces in Singapore
D

City of the Future >
The ways in which we are powering
ourselves to remain a smart and
sustainable city
E

The Journey to Zero >
Our waste management strategies
towards becoming a Zero
Waste Nation
F

The Journey to Zero >
An invitation to make a difference
and be part of the Sustainable
Singapore Movement
JUL- SE P /
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P R O F I L E // U P F R O N T

OH SO ELECTRIC

Nathan Hartono is doing it all — singing,
acting, making his relationship Insta-official
and caring for the Earth. PURE catches up
with the homegrown heartthrob.

N

ATHAN HARTONO CATAPULTED
himself into a nationwide household
name in 2016 when he emerged as the
first runner-up in the reality competition
Sing! China. Since then, the 27-yearold has been shuttling back and forth
between Singapore and Beijing, and
in and out of the recording studio. The
result? A debut Mandarin EP. Upon
release, his single Ai Chao Gei Dian, a
rebranded version of his English single
Electricity, made it to the Top 10 on the
iTunes Singapore chart.
Not content to just be a singersongwriter, Nathan is also set to star
in two movies next year. He will play
the lead role in a car racing-themed
movie Warrior Of Love, co-produced by
Singapore and Taiwan, as well as Ghost
Meets Zombie. Both movies have been
slated for release in the first quarter
of 2019. Recently, Nathan also caused
an Internet frenzy when he made his
relationship with London-based Korean
actress Jeon Na-Young Instagramofficial. Now that, one can argue, is the
mark of a rising superstar!

Tell us about your first ever
Mandarin music release!
It’s my official debut into the
China market, which is exciting
because I’ve never done
anything quite like this before.
The EP is made up of Mandarin
reinterpretations of English
tracks I have done, as well as a
handful of originals in the realm
of pop. It’s a new sound for me so
I’m thrilled that my music is being
received pretty well.

8 /
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“I TRY TO USE AS LITTLE
PLASTIC AS POSSIBLE
BY CARRYING MY OWN
WATER BOTTLE AROUND
AND NOT RELY ON
BOTTLED WATER.”

T E X T

F A I R O Z A

M A N S O R

/

ON NATHAN
JACKET, SHIRT
AND SHORTS,
TAKAHIROMIYASHITA
THE SOLOIST AT
CLUB21B

Does this mean then you’ve
mastered the Chinese
language? Not at all! (laughs)
But thankfully, I’m getting more
and more fluent. I’m reading
more Chinese books to expand
my vocabulary — there are still
so many words I don’t know!
But as the ambassador for the
Committee to Promote Chinese
Language Learning for the second
year in a row now, I try to lead by
example and keep at it. Hopefully,
I can inspire others to learn and
love the Chinese language too.

We heard that you will be a
mentor on Channel 8’s new
musical talent competition
show SPOP Sing! What
advice will you offer these
aspiring musicians? Keep

E A L B E R T

You seem to have gotten it all
now. What’s your ultimate
dream? Success matters little
to me, to be honest. I just want to
make sure that many years down
the road, I can look back and be
proud of the work — be it music
or movies — that I put out. That’s
it, really.

And finally, how would you
rate yourself in terms of
caring for the environment
and saving water? Not too bad,
but I can definitely do better. I try
to use as little plastic as possible
by carrying my own water bottle
around and not rely on bottled
water. I also shower really fast.
I can usually be out of the house
in about 15 or 20 minutes from

practising on your music, and
make sure you are good in your
craft. When I started pursuing
music, I was learning the guitar
and performing at the same time,
which was such a bad idea!

P H O T O G R A P H Y

I would fumble on stage and feel
really lousy afterwards. I know
better now! So yes, lock down
your skills before showcasing it
to the world.

the moment I wake up. ●

H O
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HE CALM,

In honour of Singapore’s 53rd birthday, PURE casts
a spotlight on some water-rific local news.
TEXT BY I ELISABETH LEE

PHOTOS I ISTOCK

DID
YOU
KNOW?
Only about 15
of the more than
8,800 species of
sponges worldwide
are fished for use as
bath sponges.

Source: Food
and Agriculture
Organization of the
United Nations

ASIA'S FIRST FLOATING BIN

10 /

PUR E

chief executive Pete Ceglinski told
reporters when the bin was put in
place in our waters. “Singapore is a
leader in environmental sustainability,
with a blueprint and vision for a
liveable and sustainable country
— which is why it's no surprise that
this 'garden city' is the first in Asia
to install a Seabin.”

FUN FACT

THE SE ABIN

The SEABIN
is now in about
15 countries
all over the
world, including
Finland and the
United States.

O F

Bobbing in the waters off the
Republic of Singapore Yacht Club is
Asia’s first Seabin, a floating rubbish
bin that can collect the ocean’s
trash. Installed in April by Wartsila
Corporation, this bin can filter up
to 20kg of litter and debris a day
from the ocean, and therefore, can
help to keep our local waters clean.
It can also filter out microplastics
that are at least 2mm in size, as well
as oils and pollutants that float on
the water surface. “This is the start
of something big and the start of
a cleaner future,” Seabin Project's

C O U R T E S Y

SINGAPORE YACHT CLUB

P H O T O S

WHERE?

S E A B I N P R O J E C T . C O M

>> A BOBBING BIN

D O L P H I N S

A R E

N O T

> > WILD, WILD
DOLPHINS
WHERE? ST JOHN'S &
LAZARUS ISLANDS

Singapore might be one
of the world’s busiest
ports, but the waters that
surround it are still filled
with a thriving and diverse
population of marine
life. Earlier this year, a
recreational angler snagged
a dolphin while fishing off
Bedok Jetty. A crowd soon
gathered, encouraging
the angler to release the
mammal. He eventually
cut the line that had

U N C O M M O N

I N

S I N G A P O R E

entangled the dolphin,
which swam off. Believe
it or not, experts say that
dolphins are actually not
uncommon in Singapore
waters. Two years ago,
a dolphin carcass was
washed ashore along East
Coast Park. The Straits
Times reports that at least
169 dolphins were spotted
between 2008 and 2011
in the waters between
Singapore and Batam,
according to sightings
reported to the National
University of Singapore's
Tropical Marine
Science Institute.

➔

deep waters
around
Singapore
hold many
secrets — did
you know that
our seas are
home to more
than 200 species of sponges and that
our region was once the centre of a
highly-lucrative sea sponge trade?
Or that the waters around our
Southern islands are home to many
dolphins? Read on to find out unique
facts about the waters that surround
our little red dot.

W A T E R S

QUICK
TIP

The best place to spot
dophins, according
to experts, is in the
north-facing bay
between St John's
and Lazarus islands
— so keep your eyes
peeled on your
next field trip
there!

SPONGE SIGHTINGS

Sea sponges have been in use for almost a century in the daily
bathing routine of many people worldwide. Did you know that
many of them were harvested from Singapore’s waters? Marine
biologist Lim Swee Cheng works in the Tropical Marine Science
Institute, National University of Singapore, and is Singapore’s
sponge expert. In a recent study, with funding from the Maritime
Port Authority and National Parks Board's National Biodiversity
Centre, Mr Lim documented more than 200 species of sponge —
including three new species in Singapore. Now, the 40-year-old
is on a mission to expand his research and record the economic,
historical and cultural aspects of sea sponge use in Asia. ●
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“I AM CONFIDENT THE PIONEERING
SPIRIT AND INNOVATIVE MINDSET
REPRESENTED BY THE LEE KUAN YEW
WATER PRIZE WILL FURTHER ENCOURAGE
FUTURE GENERATIONS OF TALENTS
TO REALISE OUR SHARED
GOAL OF PROVIDING ACCESS
TO SAFE WATER FOR ALL.”

// W H A T ' S U P

Get to know the
eighth Lee Kuan
Yew Water Prize
laureate, Professor
Rita R. Colwell.

- Prof Rita R. Colwell ,
recipient of Lee Kuan Yew Water Prize

>ON THE CHOLERA–
ENVIRONMENT LINK
ACHIEVEMENT: In the 1970s, Prof Colwell
discovered that the V. cholerae bacteria —
thought to be incapable of surviving more than
a few hours outside the human host — occurs
naturally in the aquatic environment and is
associated with zooplankton in the water.
.

GROUNDBREAKING

water scientist and
influential scientific
advisor, Professor Rita R.
Colwell’s contributions
toward solving the
world’s water problems
have been nothing
short of impressive. The
American scientist is the
recipient of this year's
Lee Kuan Yew Water
Prize. The highlight of
the Singapore
International Water
Week, the award
honours outstanding
individuals or
organisations who have
developed innovative
water technologies
or implemented
water policies and
programmes that
benefit humanity.

SIGNIFICANCE:

This led her to employ satellite imagery and
modelling to predict cholera outbreaks. She also
advocated the use of sari cloth to filter water for
drinking. These innovations have dramatically
reduced the incidence of cholera, and saved
millions of lives, in countries such as Bangladesh.

b
a
L
Fr o m
Photos

Text

● WA N D A TA N

● COURTESY OF PUB

& G E T T Y I MAG E S

➔

W H O

I S

S H E ?

Prof Colwell is a Distinguished University Professor at the University of Maryland
at College Park and Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health, USA. She
has served as Director of the US National Science Foundation, and is also the
Chairman of CosmosID, which she founded.

12 /
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WATE R ACCOL ADES

Left to right
Pathogenic
bacteria;
Microscopic
view of
bacteria in
water; A water
sample from
the river
being tested

>ON WATER
MICROBIOLOGY
ACHIEVEMENT:

P R OF R I TA R . C OLW E L L AT W OR K

>ON DIAGNOSTIC
ACCURACY
ACHIEVEMENT:

>ON POLICY
MATTERS
ACHIEVEMENT:

In the 1980s, Prof Colwell
demonstrated that bacteria
can enter a state where they
stay alive and cause disease
even though they cannot be
cultured (grown in a medium
under controlled laboratory
conditions). She named the
phenomenon “viable but
non-culturable” (VBNC).

Prof Colwell is the key
inventor of an approach
that uses whole-genome
sequencing and specialised
databases to identify
different strains of bacteria
in water, and determine their
harmfulness and resistance
to antibiotics.

Prof Colwell has held
numerous advisory and
leadership positions
in the US Government,
non-profit science
policy organisations,
private foundations and
international scientific
advisory boards.

SIGNIFICANCE:

SIGNIFICANCE:

SIGNIFICANCE:

Through her company
CosmosID, she is currently
focused on translating the
use of this rapid diagnostic
technology to a wide
range of applications,
encompassing drinking,
recreational, agricultural
and recycled water.

She has led and shaped
water policies and
practices across the globe.
From Africa and Singapore
to South America, she has
advised governments and
communities in tackling
waterborne diseases and
improving water treatment.

Her discovery challenged
the convention of using
culture-based methods
to determine the safety
of water. Today, over 50
species of VBNC bacteria,
including many pathogens,
have been shown to exist.

JUL- SE P /
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V

TOURISTS
NOT
WELCOMED

But of late, residents
of this Himalayan city
are begging visitors
to stay away. Shimla
is experiencing a
severe drinking
shortage as water
supplies have
been critically low
for the past three
years. As a result,
the city’s residents
have to line up for
hours every day to
collect water from
tankers supplied
by the government.
Authorities blame
lower-than-expected
snowfall which
caused rivers and
streams to run dry.

Water shortages
are causing panic
across the globe.
Text ● Fairoza Mansor Photos ● Getty Images

APPETITE
FOR AVOCADOS
▲

WITH ITS FORESTED
MOUNTAIN-SIDES AND
ALPINE CLIMATE,
SHIMLA IS CONSIDERED
ONE OF INDIA’S
MOST POPULAR HILL
RESORTS.

Running Dry

ABO UT

2,000

l i t re s o f w a te r
a re n e e d e d
to p ro d u ce
1kg o f
avo c a d os

In the United Kingdom,
the steep demand for
avocados produced
in a Chilean region
is causing a massive
amount of water to be
diverted, resulting in a
drought. Water rights
have been violated, claim
the villagers who live
there, as many avocado
plantations are installing
illegal pipes and wells in
order to divert water from
rivers to irrigate their
crops. Two thousand
litres of water are needed
to produce one
kilogram of avocados
— 10 times of what is
needed to produce a
kilogram of tomatoes,
according to the Water
Footprint Network.

A

Find out how is it we are able to drink
water straight from the tap.

PUR E

Text

▲

14 /

REPORT

From Source t o Tap

SEVERELY
STRETCHED

Much of England could experience a drastic
water supply shortage by the 2050s, warned
its Environment Agency. This is mostly due to
some three billion litres of water lost every day through leaks from
pipes, and huge amounts of water wasted by households. If no
action is taken to reduce demand and increase water supplies,
most areas will not be able to meet the country's water demand
of 140 litres per person per day, said the agency.

SPECIAL

● FA I R OZ A M A N S O R

Photoss

● COU RTE SY O F PU B AN D G E T T Y I MAG E S

CLE AN

E
& SAF

IN K
TO DR

THE GOOD REPUTATION OF SINGAPORE’S TAP WATER

as clean and safe did not happen overnight. A rigorous water treatment process has, in fact, been put in
place by PUB, the national water agency. In a nutshell, raw water from various sources is conveyed by
pipelines to the waterworks where it is chemically treated, ltered and disinfected. PURE breaks down this
multi-barrier water treatment process which ensures that the water that arrives at our taps is well within
the World Health Organization (WHO)'s Guidelines for drinking-water quality. N E X T P A G E ➜
JUL- SE P /
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>F R O M S O U R C E TO TA P

>F R O M S O U R C E TO TA P

THE PROCESS

Disinfection
Biologically Activated
Carbon (BAC)

INFORMATION I COURTESY OF PUB IMAGES I ISTOCK

06

> BIOLOGICALLY
ACTIVATED
CARBON (BAC)
Granular activated carbon
filters remove natural
organic matter, making the
water biologically-stable.

05

Reservoir water

> DISINFECTION

After filtration, the water is disinfected with
chlorine or ozone to kill all harmful bacteria and viruses.

pump

01

> SCREENING

Water is pumped
through self-cleaning
screens to remove
particles greater
than 1mm.

02

Waterworks for
treatment

Lime

Ammonia

Chlorine

Fluoride

07

Coagulation &
flocculation

The water is dosed with lime
(to balance the pH of water),
chlorine and ammonia (to
maintain the water quality in the
distribution system), as well as
fluoride (to prevent tooth decay).

> COAGULATION
& FLOCCULATION
Coagulants and coagulantaids like alum (aluminium
sulphate) are added to bind
or “flocculate” smaller
suspended matter and
particles, such as silt and
sand, to form larger and
heavier clumps.

Clear water tank

03

remove large
particles

08

> SEDIMENTATION

> CLEAR
WATER TANK

Particles combine into
larger clumped particles that
settle to the bottom of the tank
and are removed.

Filtration

Sedimentation

> RESIDUAL
TREATMENT

After residual treatment,
water is stored in the clear
water tank, before pumping
to the service reservoirs for
distribution to customers.

04

> FILTRATION
The water then passes
through either rapid sand filters
or membranes to remove the finer
residual particles of up to 0.02 microns.

DID YOU KNOW?

Fluoridation is a requirement
by the Ministry of Health
(MOH) and has been a practice
since 1957. According to MOH,
putting fluoride into our
water supply is effective in
reducing dental caries.

Service
reservoir

Households and industries
16 /
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>F R O M S O U R C E TO TA P

I L L U S T R A T O R

PROFILE

T H E B L A C K K E N V A S . C O M

// H I S S A Y

CONNECTION
& CUPCAKES

When he’s not spreading the message
of water conservation, Iann Quack can bbee
found baking up a storm inn the kitchen.
kitchenn.
TEXT BY I FAIROZA MANSOR
R

E

UP TO STANDARD

Water samples are regularly collected, tested and analysed to ensure that
quality is maintained within official guidelines.
> TRIED
AND TESTED
A comprehensive and robust
sampling and monitoring
programme ensures that the
quality of treated water is
well within the Guidelines
for Drinking-Water Quality
set by the WHO. These
samples are collected at
various stages of treatment
and at selected points in
the distribution network
for analysis.

> NEVER TOO
THOROUGH
Online sensors also monitor
water quality at each stage of
the treatment process and at
service reservoirs. In fact, over
400,000 tests are conducted
annually on physical, organic,
18 /

inorganic, radiological
and microbiological
parameters. PUB monitors
our tap water continuously
throughout the year,
making sure that our
drinking water quality is
maintained at the highest
possible level.

> CRYSTAL
CLEAR
Our tap water is normally
clear but very occasionally
may appear discoloured

or contain particles. This
may be caused by essential
maintenance operations
such as the routine cleaning
of water tanks, flushing of
service pipes in buildings
and testing of fire hydrants.
However, there are some
instances where discoloured
water can occur as a result
of internal fittings and
installations in homes.

ver come across
messages like "Make
ke
e
every drop count" or
"Take shorter showers"?
we
e rs"?
Chances are, those
e
messages by our na
national
ational
water agency are being
be
e ing
pushed out by PUB’s senior manager Ia
Ian
an
Quack’s team in the 3P Network Department.
artme
tment.
tme
t
“Besides driving various campaigns to
o
encourage water conservation, we also
so
o
educate the public about NEWater and
nd
d
Active, Beautiful, Clean Waters (ABC W
Waters)
aters)
Programme,” explains the 29-year-old,
d, who
joined PUB in September 2014.
Ian’s role, in particular, requires the
he
e
Nanyang Technological University graduate,
aduate,
who majored in marketing, to build strong
rong
relationships with the agency’s partners
ers
to further spread positive water-related
ed
messages. “It is especially rewarding to see
partners initiating activities on their own
wn
accord because they truly believe in the
water cause,” says Ian. “It is also satisfying
fying
when members of the public come forward
orward
to express their gratitude for the work
we are doing in educating the public on
water conservation.”
In his downtime, Ian bakes — a lot!
He started just two and a half years ago
after toying with the idea to pick up baking.
On a trip to a supermarket one day, he
spontaneously bought an oven, mixer and
baking supplies. The rest, as they say,
is history. ●

Ia n
Qu a c k
29,
SENIOR MANAGER ,

3P NETWORK DEPARTMENT
(COMMUNITY RELATIONS DIVISION)

CHECK
OUT

WHY BAKE?

the yummy treats
Ian has been
whipping up on
his Instagram
account
@SUNDAYSHEEP

V

“Baking puts me in
"the zone". It feels like a form
of meditation. While the
process can be tedious, it
energises me. I feel a great
sense of achievement from
creating something with
my own hands.

▲
WHAT TO DO?
Customers who encounter
discoloured water can first run their
taps and flush any water tanks inside
their premises until the water runs clear.
If the water has not cleared up after
10 to 15 minutes, call PUB's hotline at
1800-CALL-PUB for assistance.

IAN ’S TEAM WAS INSTRUME NTAL
in organising the annual Singapore World
Water Day (SWWD). In the 2018 SWWD,
they rolled out water-rationing exercises
in 97 preschools, primary, secondary and
tertiary institutions. Ian also worked with
corporate partners such as Ben & Jerry’s
Singapore in proliferating the water conservation message.

BEHIND
THE
SCENE >>

“Baking lets me hone
soft skills such as planning,
problem-solving and patience.
These are important skills to
have at work as well. Picking
up baking has also opened
my mind to learning even
more new things!

PUR E
JUL- SE P /
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G re en
+ G rey
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R O U N D U P // D E E P D I V E

›

C O UR T E S Y O F E XC E L L E N T D E V E L O P ME N T, W W W.T UR E N S C A P E . C O M

BACK TO
NATURE

WATER MANAGEMENT
SYSTEMS CAN BE SPLIT
INTO TWO TYPES:

Nature holds the key
to addressing global
water challenges and
achieving sustainable
development.

RAJASTHAN, INDIA

>> IN THE REAL WORLD
▲

TEXT BY I WANDA TAN

These include human-built
reservoirs, dams and water
treatment plants.

S P O N G E

C I T Y

THE GREEN
INFRASTRUCTURE
This is created by NBS.
It is more sustainable and
cost-effective, yet remains
under-utilised compared to
the conventional human-built
structures. The task facing
governments worldwide is how
to combine both green and
grey investments to maximise
benefits and system efficiency,
while minimising costs
and trade-offs.

Sustainable cities
and communities;
Responsible
consumption
and production:
NBS provide more
sustainable water
resources to serve
growing settlements.

Life below
water; life on
land: Wetlands
reduce pollution
by filtration
and increase
biodiversity
by expanding
natural habitats.

▲

Affordable and
clean energy;
Industry, innovation
and infrastructure:
NBS require little
or no energy,
reducing reliance
on energy-hungry
grey systems.

▲

✓

No poverty;
Zero hunger;
Good health &
well-being:
NBS create new
jobs, while improved
health from betterquality water means
higher productivity.

▲

Clean water
and sanitation:
NBS help create a
circular economy
characterised by
the regeneration of
products and materials,
and the reduction of
water pollution.

▲

2 28 0 / / P PU UR RE E

While NBS are crucial to
ensuring universal access to
clean water and sanitation,
they also have a positive
ripple effect on the other UN
Sustainable Development
Goals — 17 in all — which
make up the 2030 Agenda for
Sustainable Development.

THE GREY
INFRASTRUCTURE

‘Sponge
Cities’, China
The Chinese
government has
launched the
‘Sponge City’
initiative to improve
water availability
in urban areas.
By 2020, 16 pilot
cities will implement
a range of measures,
such as green
roofs, permeable
pavements and
bioswales, to
reduce urban
waterlogging and
retain stormwater
runoff for eventual
reuse. ●

C H I N A' S

A SUSTAINABLE
FUTURE FOR ALL
▲

NBS refer to the sustainable management and
use of nature for tackling environmental and
societal challenges, including issues such as
climate change, water security and water pollution.
Replenishing forests, protecting wetlands,
practising conservation agriculture (minimal
tillage/ploughing to retain soil moisture), creating
riparian buffers (vegetated strips of land along
water courses) and connecting rivers to floodplains
are all examples of NBS.

Sashane River,
Zimbabwe
Sand dams (rubble
stone masonry
walls built across
a seasonal sandy
riverbed) have
been erected so
that, during the
rainy season, water
beneath the sand
can be captured and
stored. Extracted
via pumps, this
supplementary
water source
extends the
cropping season
for local farmers
and helps produce
extra yield.

Rajasthan, India
Hit by one of its
worst-ever droughts
in 1986, a statewide landscape
restoration project
was carried out.
Forests and soils
were regenerated
and small-scale
water harvesting
structures were
constructed in
villages to raise
groundwater levels
and re-establish
water supplies.

▲

>> WHAT ARE NBS?

▲

SOMETIMES, THE
ANSWER TO A
PROBLEM IS RIGHT
UNDER OUR NOSES!
That is the argument
made in the United Nations
(UN)’s latest flagship
report on water, United
Nations World Water
Development Report 2018:
Nature-based solutions
for water, released in
conjunction with World
Water Day on 22 March.
This year's theme, ‘Nature
for Water’, aims to raise
awareness on how naturebased solutions (NBS)
can help solve pressing
water challenges like
floods, droughts and
water pollution.

Above
A view of
a river in
Rajasthan,
India
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F E A T U R E // Y O U T H B E A T

CHAMPIONS
OF WATER

Water guardians of Qifa Primary School
were presented the Watermark Awards
2018 for their commitment to water
efficiency and conservation.

>>
QIFA PRIMARY
S C H 0 0 L' S P R I N C I PA L

TEXT BY I KEENAN PEREIRA

WALKING AROUND QIFA PRIMARY

●

3 rd prize

2 2 /
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CHIJ St. Joseph's Convent (Project: 5 Minutes Shower)
Unity Secondary School (Project: Bioremediation of
hydrocarbons using Bacillus Spores)
Bukit View Secondary School (Project: BVSS Water
Monitoring Device)

United Microelectronics
Corporation (Singapore
Branch) has the secondhighest water recycling
rate in Singapore’s wafer
fabrication sector. Its
recycled water is used in
air pollution control within
the company.

▲

1st prize
2 nd prize

Chung Cheng High School
(Main) adopts a schoolwide approach towards
water conservation. Staff
and students are regularly
engaged to remind them of
their role in reducing water
consumption.

▲

●

●

Carlton City Hotel saw
its water usage drop over
the past few years, thanks
to a slew of water-saving
measures, such as the
installation of waterefficient fittings in all
guest rooms.

▲

➜ CONGRATULATIONS!
HERE ARE THE WINNERS OF THE 2018
SINGAPORE JUNIOR WATER PRIZE:

▲

School’s campus in West Coast might feel like a stroll
through any other primary school in Singapore. But
within the campus are more than 1,300 water guardians
on the lookout for leaky pipes and water wastage.
These guardians are not just limited to
Below
the student body — teaching and nonQifa Primary
teaching staff, as well as vendors, make
School pupils
by the pond
up its ranks as well. Some of the water
conservation measures the school has
introduced include
self-closing delayed
action taps that reduce
water wastage, as well
as spreading water
messages through
bookmarks that students
bring home to their
families and neighbours.
To further reduce water
consumption, the school
has replaced liquid soap
in its toilets with foam
soap, which requires less
water to wash off.

FIVE FOR THE FUTURE
Here are the other winners of Watermark
Awards 2018:

Singapore Refining
Company Private
Limited has an on-site
treatment plant to treat its
wastewater to standards
similar to NEWater.
Treated water is then used
in its own commercial
operations, meeting a fifth
of daily demand.

THE SINGAPORE JUNIOR WATER PRIZE
is a national competition in which the
winning team (with the best waterrelated project or solution) gets to
represent Singapore to vie for the
international Stockholm Junior
Water Prize in Sweden.

LEARNING THROUGH DOING
Such efforts are complemented
in the classroom as well.
Primary 5 students take on
a special project known as
“Water is Precious” that
includes a learning journey to
the NEWater Visitor Centre.
They hold in-depth discussions
about the role of NEWater in
helping Singapore meet its
water needs.
Armed with this information,
students are then tasked to
track their households’ water
bills for three months and
raise awareness of water
conservation issues with their
families. The project culminates
in a presentation to their
classmates, during which they
propose innovative ways to

›

P H O T O S

C O U R T E S Y

O F

conserve water in schools.
Qifa Primary School’s
efforts to promote water
conservation and efficiency
were recognised at the
Watermark Awards Ceremony
on 28 March. At the event,
the school was one of five
organisations that clinched
the Watermark Awards
2018. These awards are the
nation’s highest accolade for
outstanding achievements
in water efficiency and
conservation of water
resources in Singapore.
Winning organisations
received their awards from
Guest of Honour, Minister for
the Environment and Water
Resources Masagos Zulkifli.
Q I F A

P R I M A R Y

S C H O O L

INTRODUCED IN

2007

The Watermark
Awards aim to inspire
and encourage
Singaporeans to take
ownership of our
water resources and
contribute towards
Singapore’s water
sustainability.
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O T H E R

P H O T O S

C O U R T E S Y
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>> THE PANELS

WHEN THE
SUN SHINES
TEXT BY I KEENAN PEREIRA PHOTO I ISTOCK

➜ Installing the two
solar panel systems
AT BEDOK AND
LOWER SELETAR
RESERVOIRS

Solar PV systems on
reservoir surfaces harvest
solar energy.
At both reservoirs, part
of the solar energy generated
will be supplied to their
respective pump stations,
which pump water from the
reservoir to the Waterworks
for treatment into
potable water.

T

HE NEXT TIME YOU’RE JOGGING AT
Bedok Reservoir Park, you might come across
a large platform of futuristic “tiles” floating on
the surface of the water. Don’t worry, these are
not the works of extra-terrestrial beings. These “tiles” are
actually solar panels that PUB is considering to deploy at
the reservoir in the near future.

Bedok and Lower Seletar
Reservoirs are not the
first to host floating solar
farms. A similar testbed
was conducted at Tengeh
Reservoir in October 2016.

➜ THE 1 .5
MWp SYSTEM
AT BEDOK
RESERVOIR
will
occupy
around

will reduce PUB’s carbon
footprint by about 1.3kt of
carbon dioxide annually.
That is akin to taking about
270 cars off the road
every year!

HOW IT WORKS

▲

Upcoming floating
solar systems at
Bedok and Lower
Seletar Reservoirs
are helping PUB go
greener, a ray of
light at a time.

▲

The 1.5 MWp system
at Bedok Reservoir will
occupy around 1.5 hectares
(around three times
the size of a football
field). Meanwhile, the
1 MWp system at Lower
Seletar Reservoir will be
slightly smaller, at around
1 hectare. Both systems
will be kept away from
current water activity areas,
so as to minimise disruption
to reservoir users. PUB is
also studying the feasibility
of floating solar panels
deployment at Tengeh and
Upper Peirce Reservoirs.

➜ SOLAR
ENERGY
CURRENTLY
CONTRIBUTES
AROUND

>> NOT JUST IN WATER

1.5

PUB is looking to install more solar panels atop
its land assets too. These include the Changi Water
Reclamation Plant, Tuas Desalination Plant and
Bedok Waterworks. PUB has already installed
solar panels at Choa Chu Kang Waterworks,
WaterHub and Marina Barrage. ●

HECTARES

2% to Singapore’s
energy needs. But it has
the potential to make
up a quarter of our
energy supply
by 2025!

Source: Sustainable
Energy Association
of Singapore

>> WHY NOW?
Solar energy is clean, renewable
and lessens PUB's dependence
on the national grid and
imported energy. As part of
its efforts to further harness
solar energy, PUB is tapping on
reservoirs and their vast open
space. PUB has called a tender
to conduct engineering studies
for the deployment of floating
2 4 /
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solar photovoltaic (PV)
systems at two reservoirs:
Bedok and Lower Seletar.
A solar PV system is basically
a collection of solar panels
that supplies solar energy for
use. PUB's Chief Executive
Mr Ng Joo Hee said, “PUB
is committed to making our
operations more and more
environmentally-sustainable.”

SAY
WHAT?

The megawatt
peak (MWp) is
the measuring
unit for the
maximum
output of
photovoltaic
devices, such
as solar panels
and solar cells.

P HO T O V OLTA IC DE V IC E S C ON V E R T S OL A R E NE R G Y IN T O E L E C T R IC A L E NE R G Y

Main image for illustrative purposes only

Push for solar energy
Lower
Seletar
Reservoir

Upper
Peirce
Reservoir

Bedok
Waterworks
Changi Water
Reclaimation
Plant

Tengeh
Reservoir
Choa Chu Kang
Waterworks
Tuas
Desalination
Plant

WaterHub

Bedok
Reservoir

Marina
Barrage

LEG E N D
Deployed
projects

Upcoming
projects

JUL- SE P /

Ongoing
studies
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// W A T E R F O O T P R I N T S

PUB's water quality
management
programme keeps
our tap water well
within World Health
Organization standards

1. CHALLENGING
CHEONG XIN LING /
PLANT MANAGER

UNSUNG
WATER
HEROES
TEXT BY I ELISABETH LEE IMAGE I GETTY IMAGES

It takes great team effort
to get clean and safe
drinking water to our taps
and it’s all in a day’s work
for these PUB officers.

As Plant Manager of the
Bedok and Pulau Tekong
Waterworks, Water
Supply (Plants), Cheong
Xin Ling oversees the
treatment, filtration
and disinfection of
raw reservoir water.
Every day is a learning
process for her — from
analysing water quality
data to conducting safety
checks and handling
maintenance issues. With
the motivation to ensure
Singaporeans can "drink
water straight from the
tap", Xin Ling and her
team constantly strive to
improve work processes
so as to supply highquality potable water to
the population.

TAY MANJUN / CHEMIST

between water samples
and the operations
department, providing
a comprehensive water
quality management
programme that keeps
Singapore’s tap water
well within World Health
Organization standards.

3. MEANINGFUL

1-5 >>
PUB staff
Cheong Xin
Ling, Tay
Manjun and
Zhafri Shah in
their typical
work days;
Mohd Rizdwan
Yunos and
Wong Lei Lei
testing water
quality onsite

ZHAFRI SHAH /
ENGINEER

Ensuring water storage
tanks are fit and safe
for the storage of
potable water is part
of Zhafri Shah's role
in PUB. The engineer
from Water Supply
(Network) Department
meets regularly with
consultants, engineers,
architects and licensed
plumbers on PUB’s
requirements on the
maintenance and
26 /
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2. EVER-READY
Coming from the Water
Quality Department,
Tay Manjun is on alert
24/7 to investigate
any potential issues
with water quality. As a
chemist, Manjun analyses
water samples collected
from just about any point
along the water supply
— including reservoir,
sea, river, treated water,
NEWater and desalinated
water. Manjun and her
team are the key link

FOR

▲
STILL
CURIOUS?
See them in action
and learn more on
PUB’s Facebook
page with hashtag
#waterido
withoutyou.

security of water
storage tanks. His team
also conducts routine
audit checks and takes
enforcement action
against offenders who
fail to secure the integrity
and safety of the water
tanks. Zhafri performs
a crucial role — there
are more than 18,000
buildings with 70,000
water storage tanks
islandwide. These tanks
supply evenly-pressured
water to units above
the 5th floor and are the
last mile of the water
distribution system
before water reaches
the customers.

4. INTERESTING
MOHD RIZDWAN YUNOS /
ASSISTANT ENGINEER

Conducting surveillance
patrols on boat around
Serangoon Reservoir,
taking water samples,
checking for illegal
fishing activities or acts
of vandalism. It’s all in
a day’s work for Mohd
Rizdwan Yunos, who
makes maintaining
the cleanliness of
Singapore’s reservoirs a
top priority. Rizdwan also
ensures he stays on top
of the latest findings, in

ER

LITY

order to provide informed
responses to public
queries and feels a sense
of satisfaction when he is
able to effectively resolve
public's issues.

5. EXCITING
WONG LEI LEI /
SENIOR ENGINEER

The Water Supply
(Network) officer and her
team maintain Singapore’s
water distribution
network — the pipes that
bring clean drinking water
from the waterworks
to the tap. The demands
of the job keep Wong
Lei Lei on her toes —
sometimes working
through the night to
resolve issues in the
network, ensuring a clean
and continuous supply of
water around the clock.
Using smart sensors
within the network that
monitor water pressure,
flow and quality, Lei Lei
identifies leaks and other
problems, and attends
to the most urgent
demands first. ●
JUL- SE P /
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WATERFRONT
V
W H AT ' S O N
D I S P L AY
The Gallery
is a showcase
of Singapore's
environmental
transformation,
and our
sustainability
story.

01

O P E N :

T O WA R D S
S U S TA I N A B L E
LIVING
The Ministry of the Environment
and Water Resources celebrated
the opening of the revamped
Sustainable Singapore Gallery
(SSG) at the Marina Barrage
with a fun weekend of activities,
that included free guided tours
and a Climate Action Carnival.
Visitors were entertained with
a concert featuring local bands
as they enjoyed the offerings of
the eco-fair featuring upcycling
workshops, talks, screenings
and more.
There was also plenty of
excitement to be had especially
for the young and the young

2 8 /
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02

T H E

S U S T A I N A B L E

at heart, such as sail rides in
the Marina Channel, a 30m
obstacle course, and a dance
battle. Visitors also had the
opportunity to chat with
volunteers from NGOs, schools
and the corporate sector,
who work to combat climate
change. They were also
encouraged to pledge to
do their part to act against
climate change.
Addressing the crowd,
guest of honour and Minister
for the Environment and Water
Resources Mr Masagos Zulkifli
said, “We have designed the
Gallery to be an interactive,
multi-sensory showcase of
Singapore's environmental
A N

I N T E R A C T I V E

A N D

S I N G A P O R E

G A L L E R Y

transformation, and our
sustainability story. I hope you
feel a sense of pride in how
far we've come, and develop a
deeper awareness of the work
we still have to accomplish in
our sustainability journey. ”

M U L T I - S E N S O R Y

GLOBAL THUMBS-UP

PUB's longstanding efforts to
improve water treatment in
Singapore bore fruit at the
2018 Global Water Awards,
with a Water/Wastewater
Project of the Year Award for
innovation at its Ulu Pandan
wastewater treatment
demonstration plant. The
international award recognises
major achievements and
technological advancements in
the global water industry.
The Ulu Pandan wastewater
treatment demonstration
plant, which started operating
in 2017, was jointly developed
by PUB and the Black &

03

Minister
Masagos Zulkifli
speaking at the
Gallery's opening
ceremony
N O W

02

LATEST NEWS // PUB STORIES TO INSPIRE

Veatch + AECOM Joint Venture.
It enables PUB to test and
validate advanced wastewater
treatment technologies, before
incorporating them at a larger
scale in future.
“The success of this
demonstration plant will ensure
that the future Tuas Water
Reclamation Plant and its
integrated NEWater factory
can contribute sustainably
towards the goal of increasing
Singapore's overall water
recycling rate,” said PUB
Assistant Chief Executive
(Future Systems and technology)
Mr Harry Seah.

DON’T EVEN THINK ABOUT IT

In Singapore, discharging
prohibited or excessive regulated
substances into the public sewer
is not allowed. Errant companies
will be charged. In severe cases,
PUB will even issue an immediate
stop-order notice to prevent
further discharge.
Director of PUB’s Water
Reclamation Network Mr Maurice
Neo, issued this statement:

“We cannot stress enough that
discharging prohibited or excessive
regulated substances into our
public sewers is very dangerous —
such an irresponsible act can affect
the operational integrity of the
public sewerage system, disrupt
the used water treatment
process at the water reclamation
plants, and pose health and
safety hazards to the workers

04

M R B ROWN
S AY S

Singapore’s blogfather
Mr Brown gave a Twitter
shout-out to our clean and
safe-to-drink tap water on
26 June. Responding to a
report on Channel NewsAsia
on the significant demand of
bottled water here, Mr Brown
encouraged his followers to
rely on tap water instead.

maintaining the system.”
PUB conducts monitoring
through a network of sensors
and site inspections. Beyond
such surveillance, PUB also
investigates public feedback or
tip-offs. Between April and June,
five companies were fined a total
of $73,000 for illegal discharge
acts, which had been discovered
through routine inspection and an
anonymous tip-off.

FIVE COMPANIES WERE FINED A
TOTAL OF $73,000 FOR ILLEGAL
DISCHARGE ACTS, WHICH HAD
BEEN DISCOVERED THROUGH
ROUTINE INSPECTION AND AN
ANONYMOUS TIP-OFF.
S H O W C A S E
JUL- SE P /
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M A K E W A V E S // C O N T E S T

INSTAGRAM & WIN!
Capture your love for water and show how this precious
resource is an integral part of your life to stand a chance to
win attractive prizes.

LOVE FOR
WATE R

LOVE WATER, LIVE WATER Yes, we can’t live without water. But more than that, many of us
are also very fond of this precious resource. We swim and play in it, we bask and relax by it, we concoct our
go-to drinks and cook our favourite dishes with it. Do you love water? Show us how and how much in
your Instagram photo submission!

BEST OT
SNAPSH
S
WIN
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To participate in this Instagram
competition, follow the steps below:
1. Post your image, together with a snappy
caption and hashtags #love4WATERxPURE
#makeeverydropcountsg
2. Remember to tag @PUBsingapore
3. Follow @PUBsingapore for contest updates
Post your photo by 15 September 2018.
Winners will be notied upon selection.

@PUBsingapore
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RIPPLE

EFFECT

Do it like Phelps
The most decorated Olympian of all time
is a water champion in more ways than one.
Twenty-three-time Olympic gold medallist Michael Phelps sure knows how to make a splash. This
time, he’s doing it to spread the message of water conservation. The father of two has signed on as
Colgate’s global ambassador for its water conservation campaign aimed at encouraging people to
turn off the tap. Although seemingly a simple act, it is not a practice that all Americans subscribe to. In
fact, 42 per cent of Americans are purported to leave the water running while they brush their teeth —
a habit Phelps is on a mission to discourage. To raise awareness, Phelps will be using social media to
urge millions of his followers to commit to this easy, common-sense step: turn it off.

Michael Phelps,
American swimmer
and Olympian
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According to
Phelps, turning
off the tap while
brushing your
teeth for

2 mins
C AN SAVE UP
TO 64 GL ASSES
OF WATER.
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Spending time
in the water is a
critical part of my
daily routine. I've
come to realise just
how precious water
is... we do not have
an endless supply
of clean, easily
available water.
I want to help
educate children
and adults about
one of the most
precious resources
we have (and need)
on Earth: water.”
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